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Welcome to HackerTracker iOS version DEF CON 24. If you have any events, parties, or contests to add, or if you find any errors or typos, email info@beetzle.org. The HackerTracker team (@beethlaw and @shortxetack) are working directly with DEF CON this year to provide updates to the schedule. Code for this app can be found at https://github.com/BeetzleLab/HackerTracker-108.

ATTENTION: The initial schedule does not contain the official talks, just workshops, villages, parties, etc. Sync
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SO SHINY!
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It's the peanut in my peanut butter

This app is the bees knees, cats meow, the prize in my ladmow bag, elephant's adenoids, cat's miaow, ant's pants, tiger's spots, bullfrog's beard, elephant's instep, caterpillar's elbows, pig's wings, eel's garter, etc.

Simply the best!

Tired of your event/conference app crashing, requiring crazy amounts of bandwidth, or simply not fitting the needs of your security conference? Look no further! HackerTracker is the best of the to the dev tear

Jeff Rosowski

great clean and simple. it gives you the information you need. it's great to see it's expanded

KC Budd

So much better than trying to get a schedule over broken cellular data and fake OpenLTE towers. :)

A Google user

DEFCON is canceled this year, but kudos to the developers for shipping on time
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is always welcome :)

questions?

thank you <3
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